
Reading Material 

 
Tattoos on the Heart by Fr. Greg Boyle 

For twenty years, Gregory Boyle has run Homeboy Industries, a gang-
intervention program located in the Boyle Heights neighborhood of Los 
Angeles, the gang capital of the world. In Tattoos on the Heart, he distills his 
experience working in the ghetto into a breathtaking series of parables 
inspired by faith.  

Arranged by theme and filled with sparkling humor and glowing generosity, 
these essays offer a stirring look at how full our lives could be if we could find the joy in loving 
others and in being loved unconditionally. From giant, tattooed Cesar, shopping at JCPenney 
fresh out of prison, we learn how to feel worthy of God's love. From ten-year-old Lula we learn 
the importance of being known and acknowledged. From Pedro we understand the kind of 
patience necessary to rescue someone from the darkness. In each chapter we benefit from 
Boyle’s gentle, hard-earned wisdom. 

These essays about universal kinship and redemption are moving examples of the power of 
unconditional love and the importance of fighting despair. Gorgeous and uplifting, Tattoos on 
the Heart reminds us that no life is less valuable than another.  

 

Just Mercy by Bryan Stevenson 

A powerful true story about the potential for mercy to redeem us, and a 
clarion call to fix our broken system of justice—from one of the most brilliant 
and influential lawyers of our time. Bryan Stevenson was a young lawyer 
when he founded the Equal Justice Initiative, a legal practice dedicated to 
defending those most desperate and in need: the poor, the wrongly 
condemned, and women and children trapped in the farthest reaches of our 
criminal justice system. One of his first cases was that of Walter McMillian, a 

young man who was sentenced to die for a notorious murder he insisted he didn’t commit. The 
case drew Bryan into a tangle of conspiracy, political machination, and legal brinksmanship—
and transformed his understanding of mercy and justice forever.  

Just Mercy is at once an unforgettable account of an idealistic, gifted young lawyer’s coming of 
age, a moving window into the lives of those he has defended, and an inspiring argument for 
compassion in the pursuit of true justice. 

 



On Care for Our Common Home, Laudato Si': The Encyclical of Pope Francis 
on the Environment with Commentary by Sean McDonagh  

Laudato Si', the historic encyclical of Pope Francis on the environment, was 
issued in 2015. As the first encyclical devoted entirely to the environment 
and related social justice issues, it represented a watershed in the 
engagement of the church with such urgent challenges as climate change, 
environmental degradation, and the fate of the poor. 

This volume joins the full text of Laudato Si' with reflections by Sean McDonagh, one of the 
foremost Catholic proponents of ecological awareness. Aside from reviewing the history of 
Catholic teaching and the environment, he elaborates on several of the specific themes in the 
encyclical -- climate change, biodiversity, water scarcity, the threats to the ocean, and the crisis 
of food. He concludes with prescriptions about what must be done to turn the vision of Pope 
Francis into a program of effective action. Each of us has a role to play. As Pope Francis 
observes, "All it takes is one good person to restore hope." 

 

Compassion by Henri Nouwen, Donald P. Mcneill and Douglas A. Morrison 

In this provocative essay on that least understood virtue, compassion, the 
authors challenge themselves and us with these questions: Where do we 
place compassion in our lives? Is it enough to live a life in which we hurt one 
another as little as possible? Is our guiding ideal a life of maximum pleasure 
and minimum pain? Compassion answers no. 

After years of study and discussion among themselves, with other religious, 
and with men and women at the very center of national politics, the authors look at 
compassion with a vigorous new perspective. They place compassion at the heart of a Christian 
life in a world governed far too long by principles of power and destructive control. 
Compassion, no longer merely an eraser of human mistakes, is a force of prayer and action -- 
the expression of God's love for us and our love for God and one another. 

Compassion is a book that says no to a compassion of guilt and failure and yes to a 
compassionate love that pervades our spirit and moves us to action. Henri Nouwen, Donald 
McNeill, and Douglas Morrison have written a moving document on what it means to be a 
Christian in a difficult time.  



 

$2.00 a Day: Living on Almost Nothing in America by Kathryn J. Edin, H. Luke 
Shaefer 

Jessica Compton’s family of four would have no income if she didn’t donate 
plasma twice a week at her local donation center in Tennessee. Modonna 
Harris and her teenage daughter, Brianna, in Chicago, often have no food but 
spoiled milk on weekends. 

After two decades of brilliant research on American poverty, Kathryn Edin 
noticed something she hadn’t seen before — households surviving on virtually no cash income. 
Edin teamed with Luke Shaefer, an expert on calculating incomes of the poor, to discover that 
the number of American families living on $2.00 per person, per day, has skyrocketed to one 
and a half million households, including about three million children. 

Where do these families live? How did they get so desperately poor? Through this book’s eye-
opening analysis and many compelling profiles, moving and startling answers emerge. $2.00 a 
Day delivers new evidence and new ideas to our national debate on income inequality. 

“Cloud of Witnesses” by Jim Wallis and Joyce HollydayIntroduces a 
company of modern witnesses--saints, peacemakers, and martyrs who have 
embodied the gospel challenge our time: From Dietrich Bonhoeffer, martyr 
to the Nazis to Thomas Merton, the Trappist monk and prophet of peace: to 
Martin Luther King, Jr. and many others, from around the world. 

 

 

 

 “I Shall Not Hate: A Gaza Doctor's Journey on the Road to Peace and 
Human Dignity” by Izzeldin Abuelaish and Marek Glezerman 

By turns inspiring and heartbreaking, hopeful and horrifying, I Shall Not Hate 
is Dr. Izzeldin Abuelaish's account of his extraordinary life. A Harvard-
educated Palestinian doctor, he was born and raised in a refugee camp in the 
Gaza Strip and "has devoted his life to medicine and reconciliation between 
Israelis and Palestinians" (New York Times). On January 16, 2009, Abuelaish 
lost three of his daughters and his niece when Israeli shells hit his home in 

the Gaza Strip. Instead of seeking revenge or sinking into hatred, he has called for the people of 
the region to come together so that his daughters will be "the last sacrifice on the road to 
peace between Palestinians and Israelis." 

 



“The Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global Economy: An Economist Examines 
the Markets, Power, and Politics of World Trade” by Pietra Rivoli 

The Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global Economy is a critically-acclaimed 
narrative that illuminates the globalization debates and reveals the key 
factors to success in global business. Tracing a T-shirt's life story from a Texas 
cotton field to a Chinese factory and back to a U.S. storefront before arriving 
at the used clothing market in Africa, the book uncovers the political and 
economic forces at work in the global economy. Along the way, this 

fascinating exploration addresses a wealth of compelling questions about politics, trade, 
economics, ethics, and the impact of history on today's business landscape. This new printing of 
the second edition includes a revised preface and a new epilogue with updates through 2014 
on the people, industries, and policies related to the T-shirt's life story. Using a simple, everyday 
T-shirt as a lens through which to explore the business, economic, moral, and political 
complexities of globalization in a historical context, Travels encapsulates a number of complex 
issues into a single identifiable object that will strike a chord with readers as they: 

 Investigate the sources of sustained competitive advantage in different industries 
 Examine the global economic and political forces that explain trade patters between 

countries 
 Analyze complex moral issues related to globalization and international business 
 Discover the importance of cultural and human elements in international trade 

This story of a simple product illuminates the many complex issues which businesspeople, 
policymakers, and global citizens are touched by every day. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


